Making the Right Choice

Beyond What's Good or Bad
1. What should every Christian learn? (Is. 7:15)
2. Where does one learn to reject what is evil? (Prov. 8:13; Ps. 19:104)
3. What is a Biblical motivation to do right?
   I Thes. 2:4, Rom. 14:7-12; II Cor. 5:10

Choosing the Best
1. How was Mary's choice better than Martha's? (Luke 10:38-42)
2. Missionary Jim Elliot said, "A man is no fool to give what he cannot ______ to gain what he cannot _______.
3. What are two Biblical categories to consider when choosing your priorities? (II Cor. 4:18)

Who's on First
1. Who deserves first consideration when we make our plans? (Matt. 22:37)
2. What other priority does the Bible set for us? (Rom. 13:10)
3. What difference will viewing life from God's perspective have on your plans and priorities? (Heb. 11:24-27)